
Responses to the “Future of Mt Coot-tha Quarry” Campaign  
Community Workshop at Mt Coot-tha Botanic Gardens Auditorium 

9 October 2019 
 

# Responses 

Children/ Education 

1 hands on activities for children who can experience trying some traditional skills of the first 
nations people  

2 field trip center for local schools - intergenerational green heart brisbane hub 

3 nature pond for children's education 

4 nature playground - no plastic 

5 extensive nature play for children and everyone else 

6 nature based camp out - earth education 

7 virtually visit world sites where something has been done 

8 nature playground for kids 

9 collaborative spaces 

10 open air nature play 

11 education about bush foods - bush tucker garden 

12 museum and climate change and local ecosystems 

13 pre school and primary education - special learning center 

14 tertiary campus coupled with existing herbarium 

15 public awareness center for local wildlife 

16 environmental education center for children, students and adults, possible option of camp outs 
to experience night time 

17 high value rare habitat for research and education 

18 social well being research around access to the natural world 

19 computer animation / virtual reality and the real world 

20 self directed learning space 

21 sustainability education center 

22 Lake with a billabong for safe swimming for families 7am to 7pm 



23 knowledge of current waterways 

24 weeds 'garden' to teach people about invasive species and how to control them 

25 geology 

26 involve botanics dept UQ to relocate and study area 

27 terraced gardens and specialised areas for education 

28 fantastic genetic resource for Qld and australia 

Heritage  

29 first nations cultural tradition 

30 quarry history and heritage  

31 land grant in trust history  

32 first nations cultural continuities  

33 songlines / dreaming  

34 publish full history  

35 first nations historical education center / extension of fresh food bushcraft  

36 identify if possible traditional routes up and around mountain  

Water 

37 overland flood pattern '74 from mt along sylvan rd 

38 water is key to any success with rehab 

39 groundwater plus underground collection tanks 

40 I believe a decision has been made to not water in botanic gardens, why? 

41 waterfall 

42 water will be an essential element for all other plans 

43 lake  

44 ponds (for frogs etc), habitat! 

45 fountain 

46 create different wetland habitats, joined, waterfalls, cascades, ponds, riverine vegetation, the 
fauna will come to the created ecosystems 

47 no motor boats, jet skis, remote controlled devices 



48 ensure downstream water courses are protected from pollution, sediment and changes in flow 

49 deep dive site for scuba training 

50 sustainable water cycle 

51 the site could provide an emergency water source for fire fighting, can helicopters and firetrucks 
access the water easily? 

52 if there are to be dams and other things can the rock be used to hold it  

53 natural water courses supported by new ones developed if they would be relevant and not 
detrimental to other habitats  

54 a lake for water storage  

55 the existence of a tunnel which runs from the legacy way under the gardens to the quarry was 
used as a conveyor for tunnelling waste - this could now be used to transfer water from the 
quarry to the gardens and vice versa 

56 boating / swimming  

57 do risk assess and plan 

Wildlife 

58 special area for native honey bee 

59 biobridge planting for koalas and other wildlife  

60 possible habitat structure for rare and endangered species  

61 rehabilitation of area to encourage more wildlife  

62 use Qld native plants only  

63 kola rescue  

64 trees and plants which will support a wide variety of bird life  

65 rare plants and animals  

66 create microclimates as sanctuary for local species as climate change brings higher 
temperatures and weather extremes  

67 give priority to habitat  

68 wildlife observation facilities  

69 an environment of protect species  

70 have qld native plants only  

71 native bees  



72 nursery for the gardens in the quarry  

73 extension of gardens to showcase a greater range of australian flora  

74 hides for observing fauna  

75 wildlife biobridge for koalas and planting for suitable habitats  

Principles 

76 a space of tranquility and beauty for a breathing space in our city  

77 free 

78 passive recreation only - other sites available for active recreational opportunities  

79 for the community benefit not commercial gain  

80 no housing  

81 define end date - campaign for early one before sites open to the west  

82 the mountain is going at increasing speed 

83 free shuttle bus loop service to botanic gardens from - milton rail - toowong station - park road - 
indooroopilly station - operating 7 days a week 7 am to 9 pm 

84 good access for all people on foot an in wheelchairs or with disabilities  

85 24/7 access so you can observe animals at night 

86 step 1 - get it closed 

87 a safe space for homeless humans  

88 links off Mt Coot-tha rd from above new bus stop 

89 care is needed to ensure appropriate soil is used/kept for native reconstruction  

90 we need to decide what to do now so we can cut the quarry to a new design before it ends  

Recreation 

91 open air theater / auditorium  

92 world class wellness spa with sauna center / finnish bath house - not commercial 

93 youga, skateboarding, Tia Chi 

94 horse riding  

95 art/ creative zone  

96 community gardens  



97 quiet leaft spot with shade for reading  

98 rock climbing on walls  

99 cycling / MTB venue  

100 walking trails  

101 orienteering  

102 X-treem triathlon venue  

103 highline walk around the edge like New York City  

104 integrated walks into the rest of Mt cootha  

105 community gardening  

106 picnic areas and BBQ's 

107 restaurant or cafe  

108 bridges / raised walkways  

109 waterfalls, bridges and raised walkways  

110 some elevated walks - tree top walks which are environmentally friendly - singapore botanic 
gardens  

111 hike the lake and highrise walking for nature to survive  

112 community garden and compost hub 

113 organic market 

114 provide a source of food for the community - a food forest especially native bush food species 

115 make it an important outdoor recreational area that is complementary to the botanical gardens 
such as an outdoor open theater for musical concerts - this would have tourism value  

116 kitchen and garden ares  

Landscape 

117 sculptures made from mining machinery - a competition from local artists  

118 sculptures using stone from quarry  

119 artistic features  

120 a variety of views and dimensions 

121 use safe materials to join with the botanical gardens  

122 structure similar to singapore gardens  



123 underground car park  

124 area for garden expo 

125 landscape features of grate beauty and resilience  

126 restore critical landscape functions - filter and store water moderate temperature of surrounding 
areas - protect against erosion by enabling trees to establish and provide habitat  

127 various walking trails for vegetation  

128 government veg garden  

129 conference facilities  

130 observation deck 

131 areas for local land care expos  

132 sensory garden for visually and intellectually impaired  

133 nighttime viewing zone until 10pm 

134 bushtucker cultivation  

135 extend the botanic gardens, its facilities and lakes  

136 quarry becomes part of botanic gardens  

137 shaping the environment - rock face  

138 green space  

139 labyrinth for quiet contemplation  

140 permaculture 

141 ecovillage 

142 new lookout spaces over the city  

143 need a new and bigger auditorium with modern A.V facilities  

144 need a bigger and better car park  

145 need greater open space for the gardens  

146 maintenance buildings for gardens staff replace existing buildings with new ones  

Additional Feedback - Outside of Workshop 

1 I believe the most logical, obvious and fair use of the land would be to create beautifully 
landscaped car parking/public transport hub/active transport facilities, to fit the original natural 
contours of the land (i.e. cleverly terraced and multi-level). This would be for the use of Botanic 



Gardens and Mt Coot-tha-precinct visitors and join up with the western side of the Gardens for 
seamless access. The main advantages of this option are: 
-Freeing up the land at the Botanic Gardens entrance to create a “green gateway” entrance far 
more welcoming and pedestrian-friendly than the current (and very insufficient) car park. 
 
-Abiding by the Park Code of the Brisbane City Plan 2014, by providing on-site parking spaces 
that accommodate design peak parking demands without overflow parking to an adjacent  
premises or adjacent streets. The recent Gardens expansion did not meet these requirements, 
with entirely predictable results. 
 
-Enabling much safer access to the Botanic Gardens for visitors (another requirement of the 
Park Code), by eliminating the need to cross a major thoroughfare (a heavy vehicle and bus  
route). 
 
-Providing a much better visitor experience for Gardens patrons/tourists/visitors/Mt Coot-tha 
event attendees, without the stress of driving around narrow local streets trying to find parking,  
and walking back up the steep hill of the neighbourhood afterwards. 
 
-Reducing the severe impact of Botanic Gardens patronage on nearby residents, parkland and 
local streets: dangerous weekend traffic congestion; up to 50 cars parked illegally all over  
Ada Park causing damage and erosion to parkland, while preventing locals from enjoying Ada 
Park as intended; damage to street signs; littering; noise; blocked driveways; and no parking for  
local residents’ friends and relatives to visit on the weekends).* 
 
-Not making the local situation worse with additional attractions (e.g. more public green space 
drawcards) increasing the impacts noted above. 
 
-Handing back the land taken from local residents (a section of Ada Park) that was turned into 
the ‘overflow’ car park used by Botanic Gardens visitors. This land could be made into a  
desperately needed local playground. Despite 
[file:///\\Community%20Forum\%20The%20Future%20of%20Mt%20Coot-tha%20Quarry]many 
years of campaigning by locals, the neighbourhood still does not have any basic local facilities 
such as a BBQ, swings, or even a single park bench. 
 
The local neighbourhood has been severely impacted over the last decade by the construction 
of Legacy Way, and the ongoing effect of the Botanic Gardens extension designed without 
regard for local impact. The quarry has made decades of profits by impacting the 
neighbourhood, but has never given back to the community with any local amenity. The Botanic 
Gardens and Mt Coot-tha Master Plans both failed to include or consider this small local 
neighbourhood. Our turn to be considered is quite overdue! 
 
It would be hugely appreciated if the voices of the actual local residents could be heard and 
given careful consideration please. I’m concerned that as it is a small neighbourhood, our voices 
will be drowned out by  campaigners who live well away from the Gardens in other 
neighbourhoods, such as Phil Best. A quarry rehabilitation with just more public gardens or 
similar drawcard will only exacerbate the issues noted above. Any redevelopment needs to be 
fair and improve locals’ and visitors’ experiences alike. 



2 [I] would like to ask if it would be an option to consider adopting some of the ideas from the 
amazing Butchart Gardens on Vancouver Island in Canada. These gardens were developed in 
the pit of an exhausted limestone quarry. The gardens now receive over a million visitors per 
year and create great tourist revenue. 

3 1.Planting more trees - these are absolutely necessary as we are losing many old gums and 
established trees to developers who like to cut down the existing well established flora to enable 
the erection of houses which almost take up the whole block.  Because of this our fauna are 
losing their habitat and before too long we will not see the many different types of birds, lizards, 
possums and smaller creatures in our suburbs. 
2.Water features are always an asset, lakes, brooks etc. 
3.Herb gardens. 
4.If there is enough area perhaps plots for planting vegetables and managed by small groups. 
5.Tables and seating for picnics. 
6.Reed area established for water birds. 
7.Walking paths. 

4 I’d like to see – literally - hanging gardens from the quarry benches. Something that would 
absorb sound – as this is a residential area. Currently, all noise here is reflected off the hard 
rock surfaces. Parking needs to be considered. Currently when the Gardens hold an event 
visitors park here and in Birdwood Terrace – the elderly and mum with bubs in prams push up 
Ada Street back to their cars. There is no formed footpath in Ada Street which, in wintertime, is 
covered in moss, making it very dangerous. Walter Street is just as steep. As to the exterior 
parking there needs to be a pedestrian crossing painted onto Mt Coot-tha Road – cars whizzing 
off the freeway make the crossing dangerous. (Heavens know how the ‘Gardens/Cemetery 
linking ramp’ is supposed to function without a crossing!!) And access to this area needs to be 
simplified/made safer for visitors - having to barge in to merge with cars revving up the down 
ramp onto the freeway is a nightmare even for locals. Then once on Mt Coot-tha roundabout, 
freeway motorists are reluctant to give way. 
 
Rock climbing and abseiling could be included in the new plan. 
 
For WH&S for workers, volunteers and visitors, the Legacy Way exhaust stack needs to be 
filtered - we local residents couldn’t move the joint venture operators on this one. The foul gas 
rests in this valley. 
 
I will be happy with more gardens, a lake and grassed areas for picnics – all with consideration 
of impacts on neighbours. 

5 I would like to see the quarry closed and use made for public enjoyment eg: playgrounds, 
barbecues, toilets maybe a lake with lots of native fauna. Possibly even a small area set aside 
for rock climbing similar to Kangaroo Point. 

6 I fully support the quarry being made into parkland. Perhaps with a similar development to the 
one at 17 Mile Rocks 

7 I believe the quarry has a significant future role to play in supporting tunnel developments North 
to Aspley and South to Woolloongabba via the University. It can be used to deposit excavation  
material with Tunnels driven South and North. This will keep big numbers of disruptive trucks off 
the inner city roads during construction and save big $. 



 
After that, rehabilitate, with the spoil able to be used to lift current levels!! 

8 Gem museum: As it is already and earth sciences precinct, why not add to the mix and develop 
the Australian Gem and Mineral Museum. It could be a modest venture situated in the 
redeveloped park and public spaces. With botanic gardens and a planetarium already in the 
precinct, a rock museum would be a great addition. It could also house the Mt Coot-tha Lapidary 
Club so that the public could come and learn lapidary (gem cutting) skills and jewellery making. 
There are plenty of oldies with amazing collections of Australian gems and when they pass 
there is nowhere to bequest these collections. They often get sold to overseas buyers or thrown 
out. I also think the museum could capture some of the colourful history of mining and gem 
prospecting in Queensland. There are people soon to pass with wonderful stories to tell and if 
we don’t record them now that era will be lost. Not all mining is bad. It depends on how it is 
managed during and after extraction. We need resources to power our society. We just need to 
do it responsibly and this museum could be an example of good practice and how things are 
changing for the better. There’s also a synergy with the previous use of the site as a quarry, 
sustainably redeveloped and repurposed.  

 
*Responses are verbatim, but have been edited for spelling 


